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Due to decoherence, realistic quantum systems inevitably interact with the environment when quantum in-
formation is processed, which causes the loss of quantum properties. As a fundamental issue of quantum prop-
erties, quantum correlations have attracted a lot of interests in recent years. Because of the importance of high
dimensional systems in quantum information, in this work, we study the quantum correlations affected by the
Markovian environment by considering the quantum correlations of qutrit-qutrit quantum systems measured by
the negativity and the geometric discord. The local noise channels covered in this work includes dephasing, trit-
flip, trit-phase-flip, and depolarising channels. We have also investigated the cases where the local decoherence
channels of two sides are identical and non-identical.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum correlations, which lie in the foundations of quan-
tum theory, have been of renewed interest during the last two
decades as the field of quantum information science emerged
and matured. Quantum entanglement, as a kind of quantum
correlations, has been playing central roles in quantum infor-
mation and computation [1–5]. The negativity is one of the
best known and most popular tools of quantifying bipartite
quantum entanglement. It can be computed easily for arbi-
trary states of a composite system. Therefore, it has received
various studies [6–10]. However, quantum entanglement does
not account for all of the non-classical properties of quantum
phenomenons. Therefore, numerous quantifiers of quantum
correlations have been further proposed to reveal the non-
classical correlations that cannot be fully captured by quan-
tum entanglement [11–15]. Among the various measures, it
has been shown that quantum discord provides a larger region
of quantum states with non-classical correlations, and a non-
zero discord quantum state without entanglement may be re-
sponsible for the efficiency of a quantum computer. Therefore,
much attention has been paid to study the quantum discord in
various quantum systems [16–26]. However, due to the com-
plicated optimization, it is usually complicated to calculate
quantum discord analytically. Even for qubit-qubit quantum
systems, the analytical formula of quantum discord can only
be obtained for a few cases, and a general method is still lack-
ing. As a variant of quantum discord, geometric discord (GD)
was introduced by Dakic and coworkers [27]. Due to its sim-
plicity in calculation, it has attracted a lot of research interests
[28, 29].
It is well known that quantum systems inevitably interact
with the environment when quantum information is processed
in the real-world, which brings about the loss of initially pre-
sented quantum properties [30–35]. This phenomenon can be
characterized by decoherence, which can be illustrated by the
example of faithfully transmitting an unknown quantum state
through a noisy quantum channel. During the transmission,
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the carrier of the information interacts with the channel and
gets correlated with other degrees of freedom. This gives rise
to the phenomenon of so-called ’decoherence’ on the subspace
of the information carrier.
Recent studies on open quantum systems highlight the exis-
tence of two different classes of dynamical behaviours known
as Markovian and non-Markovian regimes [36, 37]. In the
quantum domain, under certain assumptions, Markovian dy-
namics lead to a master equation in the Lindblad form. How-
ever, in certain scenarios such approximations are not justi-
fied and one needs to go beyond perturbation theory. It is
clear that, due to the general complexity of the problem to be
studied, exact solutions exist only for simple open quantum
systems models such as the well-known Jaynes-Cummings
model, quantum Brownian motion model, and certain pure
dephasing models [38–40]. For the deeper understanding of
quantum phenomenons, it is desirable to investigate the be-
haviours of the quantum properties under the action of deco-
herence. The previous work showed that quantum discord and
entanglement behave differently under the effect of the envi-
ronment [41–43]. In particular, for certain quantum states,
the phenomenon of entanglement sudden death does not oc-
cur for quantum discord. There exists some studies on the
quantum correlations of qubit-qubit and qubit-qutrit systems
under the effect of local quantum noises in the Markovian en-
vironment [36, 37, 41–45]. The importance of quantum states
with higher dimensions is gradually recognized in recent years
[46]. Therefore, a deep understanding of the quantum corre-
lations dynamics of the high-dimensional quantum systems
beyond qubits is very practical.
Song et al. [47] have studied the distillability in qutrit-qutrit
systems under local dephasing channels, and found that the
distillability will be decrease after a finite time. M. Ali studied
the distillability sudden death in qutrit-qutrit systems under
global and multilocal dephasing [48], and amplitude damping
channels [49]. He has found that the quantum entanglement
will decrease after a finite time under dicoherence. Guo et al.
[37] studied the dynamics of quantum correlations of qubit-
qutrit systems under various decoherent channels. They have
shown that the decoherent channels bring with different in-
fluences for the dynamics of quantum correlations measured
2by negativity, quantum discord and GD. The influences de-
pend on the initial state parameters and the properties of the
decoherent channels. In this work, we will study the quan-
tum correlations in qutrit-qutrit systems under identical and
non-identical local noise channels. We consider four kinds of
local noise channels on each qutrit, including dephasing, trit-
flip, trit-phase-flip, and depolarising channels. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we will in-
troduce the negativity and the GD as our measures of quan-
tum correlations. In Sec. III, the evolution of the quantum
correlations for a qutrit-qutrit system under the identical and
non-identical local noise channels are discussed. Finally, we
conclude in Sec. IV.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
In this section, we will describe the GD and the negativity
in a brief manner.
A. Negativity
The negativity is a useful entanglement measure for arbi-
trary bipartite state quantum systems [6, 7, 9, 10, 29], espe-
cially for free entangled states. For a given density matrix
ρAB, its negativity will be
N(ρAB) =
||ρTAAB|| − 1
2
, (1)
where ρTAAB is the partial transpose of ρAB with respect to sub-
system A and ||Λ||2 = Tr|Λ| = Tr
√
Λ†Λ represents the trace
norm. If N(ρAB) ≥ 0, then the bipartite state is free entangled.
B. GD
Geometric measure of quantum discord in a bipartite state
can be described as the distance of the state from the closest
zero-discord state [27, 50–52]
GDρAB = min
Ξ∈Γ0
||ρAB − Ξ||2, (2)
where ||.|| is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and Γ0 is the set of all
zero discord states. For a general bipartite state of d1 × d2
dimensions, the density matrix can be written as
ρAB =
1
d1d2
[Id1 × Id2 +
∑
k
ykξk⊗ Id2 +
∑
l
zlId1 ⊗ξl+
∑
k,l
ξk⊗ξl],
(3)
where ξk (k = 1, ..., d21−1) and ξl (l = 1, ..., d22−1) are the gen-
erators of SU(d1) and SU(d2) groups (special unitary groups
of dimensions d1 and d2, respectively), satisfying the relation
Tr(ξkξl) = 2δkl.
The lower bound [28, 50] of the GD has been derived as
GDρAB ≥
4
d21d2
(||Y ||2 + 2
n
||V ||2 −
d21−1∑
n=1
λn), (4)
where ||Y ||2 = Tr(YY†) with Bloch vector Y = (y1, y2, y3)T
with elements yi = d12 Tr(ρABξi ⊗ Id2 ), matrix V = (vkl)3×3 is
the correlation matrix with elements vkl = d1d24 Tr(ρABξk ⊗ ξl)
and λn are the eigenvalues of the matrix YYT + 2VV
T
d2 arranged
in non-increasing order. We will use the lower bound as the
estimation of the GD in the following.
III. QUANTUM CORRELATIONS UNDER LOCAL NOISE
CHANNELS
Let us consider a qutrit-qutrit system with each particle in-
teracts independently with the local noise channels. In this
case, the evolution of a quantum state can be described by the
Lindblad equation, which can be written in terms of the Kraus
operators as
ρAB(t) =
3∑
j=1
3∑
i=1
F Bj EAi ρAB(0)EA
†
i F B
†
j , (5)
where EAi and F Bj are the Kraus operators characterizing the
local noise channels on A and B, respectively. They satisfy∑
i EAi EA
†
i = I and
∑
i F Bi F B
†
i = I [39, 40].
To study the dynamics of quantum correlations for a qutrit-
qutrit system, we choose the Bell state
ρAB(0) = 13 (|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)(〈00| + 〈11| + 〈22|) (6)
as the initial quantum state. In the following, we will study
the dynamics of the quantum correlations of ρAB(t) under the
effect of four different noise channels.
A. Identical local noise channels
1. Dephasing channels
Physically, dephasing corresponds to any process of losing
coherence without the exchange of energy. Under the action
of dephasing noises, the off-diagonal elements of the density
matrix decay exponentially against time. For two local de-
phasing noises on qutrits A and B, the Kraus operators are
given by
F B1 = IA ⊗ MB,F B2 = IA ⊗ NB,F B3 = IA ⊗ TB,
EA1 = MA ⊗ IB,EA2 = NA ⊗ IB,EA3 = TA ⊗ IB, (7)
where
Mi =

1 0 0
0
√
1 − γi 0
0 0
√
1 − γi
 , Ni =

0 0 0
0 √γi 0
0 0 0
 , Ti =

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 √γi
 ,(8)
i = A or B, γA = 1 − exp(−tqA) and γB = 1 − exp(−tqB)
with qA and qB denoting the decay rates of qutrits A and B,
respectively.
32. Trit-flip channels
For trit-flip channels of qutrits A and B, the Kraus operators
are given by
F B1 = IA ⊗ MB, F B2 = IA ⊗ NB,F B3 = IA ⊗ TB,
EA1 = MA ⊗ IB,EA2 = NA ⊗ IB,EA3 = TA ⊗ IB, (9)
where
Mi =
√
1 − 2/3γiIi, Ni = √γi

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
 , Ti =
√
γi

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
 .(10)
3. Trit-phase-flip channels
The Kraus operators are
F B1 = IA ⊗ MB, F B2,3 = IA ⊗ N±B ,F B4,5 = IA ⊗ T±B ,
EA1 = MA ⊗ IB,EA2,3 = N±A ⊗ IB,EA4,5 = T±A ⊗ IB, (11)
where
Mi =
√
1 − 2/3γiIi,
N±i =
√
γi/6

0 0 exp(±i2pi/3)
1 0 0
0 exp(∓i2pi/3) 0
 ,
T±i =
√
γi/6

0 exp(∓i2pi/3) 0
0 0 exp(±i2pi/3)
1 0 0
 . (12)
4. Depolarising channels
The Kraus operators are
F B1 = IA ⊗ αBIB,F B2 = IA ⊗ βBIB,F B3 = IA ⊗ βBZ,
F B4 = IA ⊗ βBY2,F B5 = IA ⊗ βBYZ,F B6 = IA ⊗ βBY2Z,
F B7 = IA ⊗ βBYZ2,F B8 = IA ⊗ βBY2Z2,F B9 = IA ⊗ βBZ2,
EA1 = αAIA ⊗ IB,EA2 = βAIA ⊗ IB,EA3 = βAZ ⊗ IB,
EA4 = βAY2 ⊗ IB,EA5 = βAYZ ⊗ IB,EA6 = βAY2Z ⊗ IB,
EA7 = βAYZ2 ⊗ IB,EA8 = βAY2Z2 ⊗ IB,EA9 = βAZ2 ⊗ IB, (13)
where
αi =
√
1 − 8/9γi, βi = √γi/3,
Y =

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
 , Z =

0 1 0
0 exp(i2pi/3) 0
1 0 exp(−i2pi/3)
 . (14)
5. Results
Based on the numerical simulations, we give our results in
Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 for each two identical dephasing, trit-flip,
trit-phase-filp, and depolarizing channels, respectively. One
can observe that under the effect of two identical noise chan-
nels, as q1 or q2 increases, the negativity and the GD decrease
rapidly (see (b) and (c) in the figures), which indicates that
quantum correlation is strongly affected by large decay rates
[36, 37]. By observing Figs. 1 and 2, one can see that the
GD is more robust than the negativity ageist two identical de-
phasing and trit-flip noise channels. However, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, for two identical tirt-phase-flip and depolar-
izing channels, the negativity becomes more robust than the
GD. To study the effect of the decay rates of the channels, we
draw the negativity and the GD versus the decay rates q1 or q2
in three-dimension figures with a fixed time (t = 1) (see (b)
and (c) in the figures). It can been seen that in the case where
q1 and q2 are large, the negativity and the GD are influenced
strongly during the decoherence.
B. Non-identical local noise channels
In this section, we discuss the negativity and the GD under
non-identical local noise channels, namely, the noise channels
are of different types and decay rates. The kraus operators
have been given in Sec. III A.
The results are drawn in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 for
dephasing - trit flip channels, dephasing - trit phase flip chan-
nels, dephasing - depolarising channels, trit flip - trit phase flip
channels, trit flip - depolarising channels, and trit phase flip -
depolarising channels respectively. It can be seen that under
the effect of two different local noise channels, the negativity
and the GD behave similar to the case where the channels are
identical. One can observe that in all cases of non-identical lo-
cal noise channels the GD is more robust than the negativity.
Same in the identical channels, as the time elapsed the state
losses its quantum entanglement. To study just the effect of
rate of the channels we draw the negativity and the GD versus
the rates of two channels in three dimensions at a fixed time
(t = 1) (see (e) and ( f ) in the figures). As the rates of the
channels are large, the negativity and the GD decease rapidly.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, in this work, we have studied the quantum
correlations of a qutrit-qutrit quantum system under identi-
cal and non-identical local noise channels by using the neg-
ativity and the GD. We have considered four kinds of local
noise channels on each qutrit, including dephasing, trit-flip,
trit-phase-flip, and depolarising channels. Meanwhile, we
have further investigated the effect of various combinations
local noise channels on the quantum correlation. The results
show that the quantum correlations decrease monotonically
with time under decoherence. Meanwhile, when the time is
fixed, negativity and geometric discord decrease rapidly when
the decay rates are large. We expect our work may find further
theoretical and experimental applications.
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Figure 1. (Color online) The negativity (signed by N) and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two identical phase-flip
channels. (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for one channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD when
the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
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Figure 5. (Color online) The negativity and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two different noise channels such
that first channel is dephasing and second one is trit-flip. (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for second channel is fixed
(q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD, where the decay rate for first channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5). (e) The negativity and (f) the GD when
the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
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Figure 6. (Color online) The negativity and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two different noise channels such
that first channel is dephasing and second one is trit-phase-flip. (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for second channel is
fixed (q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD, where the decay rate for first channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5). (e) The negativity and (f) the GD
when the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
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Figure 7. (Color online) The negativity and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two different noise channels such
that first channel is dephasing and second one is depolarizing . (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for second channel is
fixed (q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD, where the decay rate for first channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5). (e) The negativity and (f) the GD
when the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
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Figure 8. (Color online) The negativity and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two different noise channels such that
first channel is trit-flip and second one is trit-phase-flip. (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for second channel is fixed
(q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD, where the decay rate for first channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5). (e) The negativity and (f) the GD when
the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
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Figure 9. (Color online) The negativity and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two different noise channels such
that first channel is trit-flip and second one is depolarizing. (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for second channel is fixed
(q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD, where the decay rate for first channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5). (e) The negativity and (f) the GD when
the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
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Figure 10. (Color online) The negativity and the GD of a qutrit-qutrit quantum systems under the effect of two different noise channels such
that first channel is trit-phase-flip and second one is depolarizing. (a) The negativity and (b) the GD, where the decay rate for second channel
is fixed (q2 = 0.5).(c) The negativity and (d) the GD, where the decay rate for first channel is fixed (q2 = 0.5). (e) The negativity and (f) the
GD when the time is fixed (t = 1.0).
